
DNA MANIFESTO 

 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

                                                                                                            
Since the so-called “covid crisis” began in March 2020, a large 

number of people, distributed throughout all areas and strata of 
society, have been observing a series of events with great concern: 
 

I)   Serious restrictions on Fundamental Rights and Freedoms, 
carried out without the existence of scientific consensus 

about their relevance and effectiveness, without the 
approval and consultation of the Sovereign People, and in 
many cases justified from reports made by “Committees of 

Experts” that nobody knows about and that may even later 
be recognized as “non-existent”. Restrictions that usually 
also come accompanied in time by the corresponding 

judicial reprimand that, surprisingly, does not cause in the 
political authority any hint of self-criticism; Rather, on the 

contrary, causing in her a rabid reaction against the judicial 
body that had the “audacity” to go against her designs.  
 

In a system of separation of powers such as the one in 
force in Western Democracies of enlightened origin, these 

“frictions” between the Executive Power (in the hands of the 
political parties; strongly hierarchical power structures) and 
the Judicial Power (made up of independent and 

autonomous jurists) always inform us of a problem: they are 
a clear symptom that the Executive Power is exceeding its 

limits.  
 
II)   Propaganda and biased use of information; with a clear 

tendency to exaggerate and magnify everything related to 
the seriousness and dangerousness of the disease, to 
stigmatize the dissident, and to impose a kind of "single 

thought" not only in relation to the Covid-19 crisis, but in all 
the issues and problems that affect society as a whole: 

climate change, organization of the economy, migratory 
crisis, relations between men and women ... In all these 
cases, the media and, in general, the entire cultural 

apparatus (which together, they form the so-called “thought 
industry”) seek to convince us that there is only one correct 

way to address these challenges: theirs; that of the tiny 



minority of great fortunes that, directly or indirectly, 
controlling the aforementioned "thought industry", the most 

relevant international organizations as well as the 
leadership of the most important and representative political 
parties, are at the present historical moment directing the 

destinies of the western world and those of a good part of 
the rest of the planet. 

 

III)   In this general framework, smear and censorship 
campaigns directed against anyone who deviates - even 

slightly - from the official version, have become common, 
being systematically and routinely carried out. Being these 
extreme measures of information control applied not only to 

anonymous citizens, but also to top level scientists; even 
censoring Nobel Prize winners’ opinions.  

 

IV)   In short, we are witnessing the use, by a supposedly 
democratic political power, of practices and methods of 

human groups control based on Social Psychology and 
Mass Manipulation Techniques studied and carried out in 
the past by totalitarian regimes. These include:  

 
1. The omnipresence of official propaganda.                                         

2. Constant use of emotional engineering.                                   
3. Manipulation of statistics and concealment of data.                     
4. Dogmatic and interested use of Science.       

                     
5. Constant police presence, entrusting the security forces with the 
"surveillance" of the entire population as a whole, thus losing its own 

sovereign power, to be relegated to the status of simple subjects 
always suspected of not devoulty complying with the measures that, 

gradually and in increasing number, tend, little by little, to "order" 
and control (following the standards established as "correct" by the 
dominant minority) each and every one of the aspects of daily life.  

                  
6. "Strategic" use of lies, framed in a general context of "post-truth" 

where truthfulness and rigor are not values taken into account; being 
the most important the appearance and the forms.   
                 

7. Exclusion from social life and subsequent removal of all those 
who have the audacity to disagree with the official "truths" spreaded 

by the propaganda organs. 
                                              



8. Paternalism, after a previous stage of infantilization and 
indoctrination of the population in the "values" established by the 

ruling class. 
 

Faced with this state of affairs, many of us have become aware that 

Humanity is at the present historical moment at a crossroads. A 
handful of families that, as a whole, monopolize and control a vast 
economic and cultural structure, seem to be wanting to impose a 

new paradigm in the so-called “Free World” in which individual 
Rights and Freedoms have to pass to a second plane, being 

relegated by other values ("the Common Good", being a "good 
citizen", submission to the dictates of official "science", ...) that, deep 
down, have no other purpose than being the alibi that leads to the 

establishment of a new taylor-made system of social organization; a 
system in which the vast majority will have no other destiny than to 

submit to the dominance that this tiny minority is determined to 
consolidate; a system based on the concentration of power, on the 
emptying of Democracy and on a draconian control of information; a 

system in which the mere fact of thinking differently from what this 
elite may, at a given moment, consider as "correct" will be a reason 

for social exclusion and rejection, if not persecution.  
 
Before this threat, and observing that since the so-called “covid 

crisis” this process has been notably accelerated, many of us, aware 
of the historical moment in which we find ourselves, have decided 
that the time has come to try to reverse the situation: it is with this 

purpose that DNA PROJECT arises. 
 

2. WHAT IS DNA? 
 
DNA is a program of political and cultural action whose objective is 

to group under the same political flag all the world dissent. DNA 
arises with this unifying purpose, being conceived from the 

conviction that, since our adversaries act all over the world 
(millimetrically coordinating) the vast means with which they count), 
we will only have a chance against them if we are able to organize a 

global resistance that responds united the attacks that, in order to 
consolidate its position of dominance, the miniscule elite of 

plutocrats that we are facing, will not cease to launch against all 
those who oppose them.  
 

This project comes from the realization that, after a year and a half 
of confusion, the current situation of lack of union in which the 



various spontaneously worldwide emerged resistance groups are 
must cease, thus giving way to a new stage in this undeclared war 

that, according to many of us, has only just begun.  
 
Given the diversity of origins (political, national, religious, ...) present 

in a global movement of these characteristics, we must insist that 
the union that is sought (absolutely necessary and essential, if we 
aspire to have any option of victory ) can only be carried out through 

a general exercise of renouncing the old ideological baggage that, 
present in all of us, could be a reason for division and discord: thus 

any DNA activist is asked to resign (or, at least, park temporarily) 
any ideological hindrance that could negatively affect the much-
needed union that this project, DNA, intends to promote. 

 

PRINCIPLES 
 

3.1. PRINCIPLES OF ACTION 
 

PRINCIPLE OF AUTONOMY: Personal and local. Each DNA 
activist and each local and regional cell will have freedom of action 

and must be self-sufficient. After careful thought, it has been 
decided not to create a control body; since, in spite of the 
advantages that the existence of such a board could provide with 

regard to the coordination of the network, it would in practice end up 
becoming a management organ liable to be corrupted and 
eventually end up controlled by the plutocratic elite (as it has been 

happening over and over again in the past). 
 

The key point, we must insist on, is that all Dissidence must be 
grouped under the same acronym, DNA. Thus, in all areas and 
places, the Dissidence must carry out its actions - political, cultural 

or of any other nature - under these acronyms. A rapid proliferation 
of local cells is expected to collaborate with each other exchanging 

ideas, strategies, slogans ... thus creating a highly complex system, 
unmanageable in practice by any leadership or clique. DNA will do 
politics, but it will also create culture and above all, it will be the 

means for exchanging information, ideas and proposals that, in the 
end, will end up defining the path that, as Humanity, we decide to 

choose; path that, in no case, has to coincide with the one traced by 
the tiny elite that, with total arrogance, has had the audacity to 
decide for us all. 

 



That said, it is the duty of local and regional cells to develop fully 
self-sufficient local structures: registration as political party (for 

example, DNA London or DNA Edimburg) or presentation in 
elections as independent, being the banner (the Double Helix) and 
the initials, DNA, always visible. 

 
PRINCIPLE OF DIRECT DEMOCRACY: Insisting especially on the 
overcoming of the Political Party concept as a structure for political 

action, and openly promoting their dissolution because it is a failed 
instrument of democratic channeling. The articulation and 

implementation of systems of participation and selection of leaders 
based on Direct Democracy is left to the discretion of each local cell; 
with the most possibly diluted distribution of power (always bearing 

in mind, as History has taught us time and again, its psychological 
toxicity). 

 
PRINCIPLE OF NEED: Given the present extremely serious 
situation we are facing, this global political union (which, if we cause 

it to succeed, would be called to be the most important political 
organization in the world) seems like a “real must be”, an absolute 

priority for all those involved in the cause of Freedom, being its 
creation a priority objective, making any delay or reluctance 
inexcusable. Thus, it is insisted that any ideological difference or 

past prejudice be put aside, at least as long as the emergency we 
are facing has not been completely neutralized. 
 

3.2. STRUCTURAL PRINCIPLES 
 

PRINCIPLE OF DUALITY: Political action should be inspired by the 

existence of a huge international forum where anyone can present 
their ideas with total freedom and no censorship; an authentic Free 
Market of Ideas where the actions of the Dissidence naturally find 

their way and end up impregnated by their actions, those that, 
selected by this Darwinian mechanism, are, in fact, the most timely, 
correct and profound. This will be the mortar that will actually bind 

the Dissidence: a form of "natural leadership" that does not need 
control or directive bodies of any kind.                                             

DNA will thus be a system of political action and, at the same time, a 
movement for the creation of ideas, a system for the creation of 
culture. 

 
 



PRINCIPLE OF FRACTALITY: An organization in superimposed 
dimensional layers, structurally identical, acting under the same 

principles of action already exposed. In other words, the same form 
of organization used at the local stage is used at the regional, 
national and international stages; in such a way that the same 

knowledge that is acquired, ways of doing things and infrastructures 
are interchangeable from one stage to another. 
 

NETWORK STRUCTURE: In front of the pyramidal structure 
presented by the enemy, DNA will oppose an absolutely horizontal 

structure in the form of a network, the leaderships being of natural 
kind, absolutely fluid and not subject to any form of hierarchical 
"marking" that prevents this "natural” flow of leadership: We will flow 

like water. Point out that the pyramidal organization that our 
adversaries oppose us, despite having certain advantages (greater 

coordination and speed when implementing strategies) presents 
obvious vulnerabilities that we must be able to exploit until the end: 
 

i)   Location of the dome, which we can directly and personally 
pressure, thus conditioning the behavior of the entire 

pyramid.  
 

ii)   Rigid and / or hereditary leaderships, which prevent the rise 

of natural talents and decision-making without prior free 
and constructive debate. (Its system for generating ideas 
and strategies is not a system where they compete in free 

competition, unlike ours).  
 

iii)   Demotivation and low commitment of most of the members 

of its organization; many of whom are simple little value 
obedient servants. 

 

4. SYMBOLS OF IDENTITY 
 
ACRONYMS: DNA (or ADN in spanish)  

SHIELD: The Double Helix of the Molecule of Life  
HYMN: The Second Movement of Beethoven's 7th Symphony 
 
These symbols are to be universal: all political cells must participate covered by 
them in all kind of elections and political struggles that take place in their 
respective territories. To respect this is a must; It can almost be said that only 
by respecting this, the unity of symbols, will this movement be able to exert, with 
no doubt, a very high pressure on our adversaries, seriously compromising their 
capacity to act. 



 

5. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 
DNA is above all a collective work; all what is exposed in this 

document is nothing more than an action plan that includes only the 
most general and fundamental aspects of the movement. DNA is 

thus a project belonging to everyone and to no one in particular; 
Each activist, each local cell will therefore have a responsibility in 
their actions, since it is by linking of all of them that the movement 

will be consolidated and shaped.  
 

A fast growing Movement that will be seen by our adversaries as a 
serious threat to their plans for total control. It is for this reason that 
they will try to discredit it by all means: they will play dirty, and will in 

all probability try to infiltrate violent elements that with their actions 
discredit the movement as a whole in order to justify measures such 
as its outlawing. All activists should be on the lookout for this. 

 
Finally, it is fair to say that although everything is still now to be 

done, the forward motion has already been geared. So dear fellow, 
wherever you are, no matter where you live, speak the language you 
speak, get up and fight, get up and work, take a deep breath and 

launch yourself to encounter your future with dignity. 
 

 


